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Pakedge Introduces Its W6 Family of Ultra-High-Power
Wireless Access Points
Foster City, CA –Pakedge Device & Software is making one of the most significant product
announcements in the company’s history with the introduction of the W6 family of ultra-highpower wireless access points.
The new W6 wall-mount/desktop, W6C in-ceiling/in-wall, W6R rack-mount and W6O outdoor
wireless access points (WAP) offer improved range, data throughput, reliability and stability
along with greater configuration options compared to conventional designs.
Designed specifically for custom-installation and audio/video bridging (AVB), the W6 family
offers three wireless deployment options to accommodate any size network. First, they can be used
in a standalone WAP configuration utilizing their built-in “intelligence” that enables them to be
easily configured. Second, Pakedge provides a PC and Mac software discovery tool to quickly find
and easily change its IP address. Finally, Pakedge offers a hardware macrocell wireless access point
controller (C36) that enables access points in a very large wireless system to be centrally deployed,
configured, monitored and updated.
W6 devices are optimized for use with smartphones, tablets, laptops and home control devices. The
W6 software takes an entirely new approach to 802.11n performance, in handling environmental
wireless “noise” and the interference resulting from the fact that Wi-Fi is an unregulated frequency
spectrum. The W6 family’s proprietary algorithms optimize the devices’ signal-to-noise ratio,
leading to higher throughput at longer ranges and more stable performance. W6 devices are
especially well suited for use with 802.11n devices that use a wider channel width, because the
wider the channel, the more susceptible the device is to interference. Pakedge W6 products utilize
Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) connectivity and are capable of transmitting up to 800mW of power
even in 802.11n wide-channel mode.
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All the different W6 models can be mixed and matched in a single wireless network, for virtually
unlimited installation options. One hardware unit will support any country thanks to a software
configurable radio for FCC and ETSI countries.
The W6 devices offer multiple SSID and VLAN (Virtual Local Area Network) support and
multiple operating modes including Wireless Access Point, Wireless Bridge (point-to-point and
point-to-multipoint), Universal and WDS Repeater (WAP to WAP). Pakedge W6 products have
remote management; remote update and file configuration upload capability and support the latest
security standards. All W6 models are designed to provide enterprise-class reliability and feature
rugged metal construction, high-gain antennas and easy installation.
The Pakedge W6 and W6C are is currently available and the W6R and W6O will be available in
the next few months. Contact sales@pakedge.com for pricing.
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COMPANY PROFILE:
Pakedge Device & Software creates innovative networking products for people who demand
performance, features, and reliability. Our products use the most advanced wireless and
networking technology. They are designed for professionals to install and consumers to enjoy.
For more information and system specifications, visit www.pakedge.com.
W6 FAMILY KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS:













Ultra-high-power 802-11b/g/n wireless access points on 2.4 to 2.484GHz, transmitting up
to 800mW even in 802.11n wide channel mode
Available in four different hardware configurations – wall-mount/desktop, embedded inceiling/in-wall, 1U rack mount and outdoor
Three deployment and monitoring methods – standalone, PC/Mac discovery tool or
macrocell controller
Multiple SSID and VLAN support
Universal software country configuration power output
Multiple operating modes: Wireless Access Point, Wireless Bridge (Point-to-Point and
Point-to-Multipoint), Universal and WDS Repeater (WAP to WAP)
Supports latest security standards such as WPA, WPA2, AES, TKIP, WEP, RADIUS,
Mac Filtering and SSID Hide
Remote management, remote update and file configuration upload capability
Power-over-Ethernet, fully compatible with IEEE 802.3af; overload and short circuit
protection
Web-based configuration using HTTP/Telnet
Auto-channel selects least-congested channel
Bandwidth management
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